Progress report

Why use gastric cytology?

The microscopic examination of cells obtained from the stomach (for evidence of malignancy) is not a new technique, having been described by three different workers over a century ago.\(^1\) Since then increasing evidence has been recorded showing that the identification of either benign or malignant features is perfectly possible when exfoliated cells in gastric contents are examined.\(^4\)\(^,\)\(^5\)\(^,\)\(^6\) The accuracy of diagnosis has been steadily increasing, so that correct results have been reported in over 90% of those tested from several series.\(^7\)\(^,\)\(^8\)\(^,\)\(^9\)\(^,\)\(^10\)\(^,\)\(^11\)\(^,\)\(^12\)\(^,\)\(^13\)\(^,\)\(^1\) Although complex methods of collection have been described, simple saline (or buffer solution) gastric washings are quite sufficient unless there is a pyloric lesion with obstruction.\(^14\) In spite of these advances in the development of gastric cytology, there is still evidence to show that many gastroenterologists are unconvinced that this method can, or should, be added to their routine investigations for gastric disease. Objections have been raised that the technique is too complex, requiring very special experience, is time consuming, and that current methods of gastric diagnosis are quite satisfactory.\(^16\)\(^,\)\(^17\)\(^,\)\(^18\)

In an evaluation of the methods commonly used to diagnose gastric cancer\(^14\) reasons were found for deep dissatisfaction, in particular with the clinical and radiological recognition of malignancy. A five-year retrospective study of 299 cancer patients showed that many presented with no classical clinical evidence of cancer. When examined radiologically only 54% were discovered to have cancer by the first radiograph, and a further 28.5% were given uncertain reports (\(\varepsilon\) cancer). The faulty and uncertain radiological diagnoses were most common where cancers were small, ulcerated, and situated in the lower half of the stomach. Analysis of the process of investigation showed that 51% of patients underwent repeated radiology, 30% of the series were given no definitive treatment for cancer until well over four weeks after presentation at the hospital, and 18% were delayed longer than this even when a radiograph identified a ‘suspicious’ lesion. There was evidence, therefore, of a need for a more precise method of diagnosis. A delay in operating upon ulcer cancers has been shown to worsen the patient’s prognosis.\(^19\)

Cytology was therefore investigated since it has been shown to be of great value in providing microscopical evidence where macroscopical findings are uncertain, for instance, in gynaecology. A prospective study was therefore performed\(^1\) in which cytology of saline gastric washings was used in addition to other diagnostic methods on patients with benign and malignant disease. Further confirmation was found that clinical findings were of minimal value only, and that for distinction
between cancer and innocent disease, haematology, the ESR, and stool occult blood were of little use. The radiological diagnoses were not much more accurate than in the first series, only 66% of patients being given correct initial diagnoses. Repeat barium meals were performed in 53% of patients, raising the final correct results to 78%, but at the cost of several weeks' delay in some patients. A diagnosis of 'suspicious of cancer' was made in 24.5% of the series, and ulcerated lesions were present in three out of four of this uncertain group.

Correct results for gastric cytology were achieved in 94.5% of patients from whom satisfactory washings could be obtained, with no false positive reports. When analysed further the cytological results were most accurate in those cases where radiology was weakest: ulcers, small lesions, situated on the lesser and greater curvatures and body of the stomach. In a group of 27 patients with gastric ulcers reported as '? cancer' on initial radiology, cytology was able to give a correct result in 24 (89%) while repeated radiology only solved the diagnosis in 10 (37%). Pyloric lesions, however, were a problem to both radiology and cytology, and this was the site of disease in the majority of instances where clean washings could not be obtained, and in two cases where a false negative cytology report was made. With this exception, therefore, cytology was shown to be a method capable of a very satisfactory degree of accuracy, and a useful supplement to radiological diagnosis. This was specifically true in that a correct diagnosis was made in radiologically problem lesions, and that a cell diagnosis was added to standard macroscopic methods of investigation.

The crux of the problem is that although the type of lesion and its site may be readily identified, its exact nature (benign or malignant) is not so simple to diagnose. The importance of precise recognition of the state of a gastric ulcer has been emphasized, particularly when small in size, when malignancy may be missed by radiology in a high proportion of cases. It is in this situation that cell diagnosis is most useful. Very rapid developments have been made in the use of gastrofibrescopes and gastrocameras, particularly in Japan, and modern equipment has certainly been shown to have great potential for initial screening and discovery of lesions. The majority of reports published on these techniques show little evidence that endoscopy or photography, per se, gives an exact diagnosis in a higher percentage than other methods, and even the paper of Sakita reporting 90% correct gastrocamera diagnoses in 'early cancer' indicated that cell diagnosis in the form of biopsy was required in some cases. In some Japanese centres, where gastric cancer is a common problem, cytology is done at the same time as endoscopy with direct lesion washings, or alternatively by radiologically controlled gastric washings. It is too early to say whether or not combined endoscopy and cytology in Britain will come to show the same degree of accuracy as the 96.5% correct results of Kasugai. If in a centre an average of only 60 patients are seen per year of all types of gastric cancer as in one London teaching hospital, the methods of
gastric cytology using simple washings only\textsuperscript{7,11}, where 95% accuracy has also been achieved, should be perfectly adequate.

In answer to the practical difficulties mentioned earlier, it has been found that a simple saline lavage method is quite sufficient for gastric cytology.\textsuperscript{7,14} The degree of discomfort to the patient, involving passage of a plastic nasal Ryle’s tube, is minimal, and collection by a technician need take only 15 minutes.\textsuperscript{4} Preparation and staining methods are the same as those used routinely for gynaecological work.\textsuperscript{8} and the staining can be automated with good results.\textsuperscript{8} The screening of smears can be done by a technician who has had six months’ experience. Certainly the final diagnosis requires the opinion of a cytopathologist of experience, but his or her expertise will need no more prolonged training than that of the expert radiologist or endoscopist, and is in addition, useful for other types of cytology. The final diagnosis will involve only 10 minutes of the cytologist’s time, and the rest of the procedure should be done entirely by a technician.

If it is accepted that gastric cancer diagnosis does require improvement, and evidence is available that this is so, then cytology can provide a very valuable supplementary investigation. It is accurate where it is most needed, for diagnosis of the exact nature of a lesion found in the stomach, particularly if small and ulcerated and where no pyloric obstruction exists. It is a relatively simple procedure unless done by the occasional amateur. Cytology of gastric washings is needed because stomach cancer is still a poorly diagnosed condition.
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